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Abstract 
The local newspapers in Sweden are often used as an arena where groups of different 
political leanings try to frame current events to suit their purposes. Therefore how the 
news media presents the discussed issue and how it relates to sustainable development 
are important for a democratic process. One of the largest infrastructural projects in 
Sweden currently is the Eastern Link and there are many economical, social and 
ecological concerns when constructing such a large infrastructural project. It is therefore 
important to look at how sustainable development is represented in the local news media 
when concerning this infrastructural project. The aim of this thesis is to study how the 
local media presents the Eastern Link project in relation to sustainable development and 
how it affects democracy. This thesis critically discusses the different parts of sustainable 
development; the impact of and on economical issues, social issues and ecological issues 
in relation to the study material. Both a quantitative approach and a qualitative approach 
are used as a method. The thesis also links the results of this study to previous research 
on communication and theories on sustainable development. The results show that neither 
of the newspapers Folkbladet or NT is presenting the Eastern Link in a balanced way 
from a sustainability perspective. A majority of the articles are focusing on the social 
discourse; this differs from previous research where the focus is on the economical 
discourse.  
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1. Introduction 
Sustainable development is the vision that the needs of present generations shouldn’t 
interfere with the needs of future generations and it was adopted in the 1990’s as a global 
scale policy goal (Purvis & Grainger 2004). The core of sustainability is the convergence 
of the demands of economic development and protection of the environment while 
ensuring democratic values (Dresner 2002). At the United Nations Conference on 
Environment and Development (UNCED) held in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, in 1992 the 
comprehensive Agenda 21 plan of action were adopted (UNDESA 2004). Agenda 21 
concerns human impact on the environment globally, nationally and locally in an 
economical, social and ecological perspective. 
 
In a historical view, in the media, the idea of sustainable development has been presented 
as a way to sustain the status quo of economical growth on conditions set by the richer 
countries in the world (Lewis 2000). The media do play a great role in reporting new 
events to the public; this is especially typical in Sweden where more than 80 percent of 
the population reads a newspaper every day (McGregor 1998). Local newspapers are 
often used as an arena where groups of different political leanings try to frame current 
events to suite their purposes. Therefore the presentation of sustainable development in 
the news media is an issue of democracy and a question of public participation. 
 
It is interesting to see how sustainable development is represented in the local news 
media when concerning a great infrastructural project. The infrastructural planning, 
design, construction and management of a society pose a great challenge to sustainable 
development for both humans and the environment (Formas 2009). One of the largest 
infrastructural projects in Sweden currently is the Eastern Link, a 150 kilometers long 
railway between Järna and Linköping. There are many economical, social and ecological 
concerns when constructing such a large infrastructural project. Public participation is 
important in this stage and the presentation of local newspapers affects the people and the 
society at large.  
 

2. Aim 
The aim of this thesis is to study how the local media presents the Eastern Link project in 
relation to sustainable development. This thesis will therefore critically discuss the 
different parts of sustainable development; the economical dimension, the social 
dimension and the ecological dimension and relate this to the idea of democracy in 
relation to the study material. 
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3. Question formulation 
How have the local newspapers, NT and Folkbladet, presented the sustainability 
discourse concerning the Eastern Link over the time period of 2008-2009? 
 

4. Limitations 
This thesis is limited to the years 2008 and 2009 because public consultations have been 
running during this time period. For example public exhibition have been held during 
these years and while the thesis does not study how the articles have changed over this 
time period it is still a relevant limitation to make due to current events. This thesis is also 
limited to two local newspapers because the Eastern Link project, while part of a larger 
infrastructure project is still mainly a regional development project for Östergötland. We 
picked Norrköpings Tidningar (NT) and Folkbladet because they are both large local 
newspapers and have different political views. The thesis is limited to study the Eastern 
Link since this is an interesting regional infrastructural project that has a potential to 
affect social, economical and ecological issues. 
 

5. Background 
In February of 2004 the Swedish government decided on future investments in the 
country's road- and railway system through the years of 2004 to 2015 (Banverket 2008a). 
The government decided that the implementing agency, the Swedish National Rail 
Administration1 could spend more than 100 billion SEK on new railways during this 
period. One of the projects that are being planned is the Eastern Link. 
 
The Eastern Link is a planned 150 kilometre long double tracked railway between Järna 
and Linköping (Banverket 2008b). The Link is a part of the Götalandsbanan which is a 
rail road project of six sectors connecting the Swedish capital of Stockholm with the 
country's second largest city, Gothenburg, through the larger cities of Norrköping, 
Linköping, Jönköping and Borås (Banverket 2008c). The link has been on display during 
the winter of 2008 and spring of 2009. This 16th of December to 15th of February 
exhibition marks the end of a consultation period which has included affected 
municipalities, government authorities, and environmental organizations along with other 
interested parties, as well as the public. These consultations have been ongoing since the 
preliminary (regional) studies started in 2001, and are regulated by the Swedish 
Environmental Code2 and law 1995:1649 Building of railway, which is regulated in the 
Swedish statute book3. 
 

                                                 
1 Known in Sweden as Banverket  
2 Known in Sweden as Miljöbalken 
3 Known in Sweden as Svensk författningssamling (or SFS) 
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In the concerned construction area of the link three different stretches of railway plus 
extensions are being investigated (Banverket 2009). These stretches are called the blue-, 
the green- and the red corridor. Another important part concerning this project is the 
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) which has been done according to the Swedish 
Environmental Code and has been approved by the three concerned county administrative 
boards4 of Södermanland, Stockholm and Östergötland. The EIA is supposed to be 
focusing on an environmental and cultural inventory and the effects the building and the 
utilizing of the project will have on these values (Hedlund 2007). This assessment should 
also be taking into account the effects on neighbouring people and possible positive 
environmental effects of the construction of this railway. The EIA has been especially 
important in the Tullgarn Natura 2000 area, one of Sweden's 4100 protected ecological 
networks.  
 
During 2009 the Swedish government is working on a report concerning high speed 
tracks, this investigation will together with the planning of the future national 
infrastructural and transport action programme of 2010-2021 decide the future of the 
Eastern Link (Sveriges Regering 2009). During the spring of 2009 analysis and 
processing of opinions and information will lead up to a decision of what combination of 
corridors that will be presented as the suggested Eastern Link line (Banverket 2009). The 
construction will start some time after the year 2015.  
 

5.1 Sustainable development  
Sustainable development as an idea was made popular by 1987 when the former 
Norwegian prime minister Gro-Harlem Brundtland chaired the United Nations' World 
Commission on Environment and Development and they published the report Our 
Common Future (Dresner 2002). The idea of sustainability was actually used before this, 
it is for example mentioned in the 1974 World Council of Churches, and in 1980 the idea 
was pushed by the International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural 
Resources.   
 
There is a need to state here that just one definition of the concept of sustainable 
development is impossible and not comprehensive enough due to the complexity of the 
terms being used. However there are three or four dimensions that usually are accepted 
by the majority of the scientific community as being part of the idea (Macer 2004). The 
first area is that of economy which concerns efficiency and allocation and the distribution 
of wealth. The second area is that of environmental values which concerns the 
sustainability of human beings when interacting with other species and ecological 
systems. The third part is about social issues, democracy and equality and the fourth part 
is about cultural issues. Cultural issues are seen to be important by non-governmental 
organizations that promote that the values of affected people should be taken into 
consideration when making decisions. Macer (2004) presents these values as the four legs 

                                                 
4 Known in Sweden as Länsstyrelsen 
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of a chair, if there is no balance between the legs of the chair it will be uncomfortable and 
of no use.  
 
In the Agenda 21 these values are influenced by the economical divide as well as the 
different opportunities to solve environmental issues between the rich countries and the 
poorer countries in the world (Dresner 2002). Therefore the legs of the sustainability 
chair mentioned above are in the Agenda 21 document focusing on global social issues 
like poverty, global ecological issues like degradation of national water resources and 
global economical issues like women’s right to their own income.  
 
Since this definition of sustainable development doesn't translate well to a regional level 
in Sweden we will instead in this thesis look at social issues like families loosing their 
homes, ecological issues like noise and other types of pollution and economical issues 
like the funding of infrastructural projects. Also, we have included the cultural leg of the 
sustainability chair into the social leg since these areas of interests corresponds with each 
other (Dresner 2002). This is the definition of sustainability to be used throughout this 
thesis. 
 

5.2 Democracy 
In the book Development as freedom, Amartya Sen (2001) has a strong belief in that 
democracy at all levels, from local to global via the regional level, has a value in itself 
and is both a goal and a mean in every democratic society. Jonathan Dimbleby (2001) 
makes an addition to this in his book From here to sustainability – politics in the real 
world, where he presents his view in four parts. First, the entire world we live in is 
complex and this affects the decisions people make about consumption and production, 
and it also affects our values and attitudes etc. Secondly, he argues, in order to make long 
term decisions in this complex situation there’s a need for an active democratic society. 
Thirdly, citizens need to have a chance to take control over this political situation, which 
leads to the fourth part: Dimbleby explains that in order to empower people two things 
are needed, a civic education and a renewal of the institutions of power.  
 
Democracy and sustainability is further connected, according to Dimbleby (2001), via the 
sustainability discourse; a greater respect for the social and ecological costs of 
economical development is a cornerstone in many parts of the civil society. But many 
politicians and policy-makers sees environmental policies as a burden and a hindrance for 
development according to Jacobs (1999). Dimbleby (2001) also argues that balance is of 
importance not only between the sustainability perspectives but also from a democracy 
perspective: balance between rights and responsibilities are a great part of 
environmentalism.  
 
As persons we have a responsibility towards are community as well as to our nature as 
well as we have fundamental human rights (Jacobs 1999). These rights are theoretically 
supposed to be protected by the government, an institution that also serves to take some 
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of our personal responsibilities away from us. From this environmental perspective to 
keep the system democratic and to get rid of flaws there is a strong need for coherence 
between the people and the leaders, and a strong need for correct information and 
functioning communication.  
 
This thesis is trying to analyze one part of this interaction between society’s different 
levels. The results are hopefully telling something about the democratic situation in the 
context of sustainable development. In Sweden this is especially interesting when 
concerning the bond between politicians and newspapers (see below).  
 

5.3 The Newspapers 
Folkbladet and NT have a combined history spanning over one hundred years (NT 2009). 
NT was started 1758 as a family company and stayed in that form until 1875 when it was 
transformed into a registered company. The current owner, Erik & Asta Sundins 
foundation, has owned the newspaper since 1947  
 
Folkbladet was founded in 1905 as a counterpoint to the, then viewed, right wing 
newspapers such as NT by local workers from Norrköping (Folkbladet 2009). During the 
sixties Folkbladet was combined with Östgöten from Linköping, changing name to 
Folkbladet Östgöten. The name switched back to Folkbladet by 1998. Important to note is 
that the newspaper, from 2000, is part of the NT-conglomerate  
 
Up until the sixties these newspapers maintained strong affiliation with different political 
parties, showing both in readership and the political ties among the journalists working 
there at the time, as discussed in Polarized Pluralist and Democratic Corporatist Models: 
a Comparison of Election News Coverage in Spain and Sweden by Strömbäck and 
Luengo (2008). These political links have during the last few decades weakened 
somewhat but a certain degree of connection to the left for Folkbladet and to the right for 
NT can still be seen. However, this previous research on different models or types of 
media is quite diverse when it comes to separation by various factors such as 
professionalism, political versus commercial ties and a focus on printed or broadcast 
media. These issues have to be kept in mind when analysing the data.  
 
Independently of political leanings Swedish journalists follow a strong norm of 
impartiality and professionalism (Strömbäck & Luengo 2008). Left with a large degree of 
autonomy and a mind for public service the Swedish journalists often try to get into what 
issues are really about rather than just repeating the talking points and statements from 
private and official interests. This is a general observation and a critical stance should 
still be kept as individual journalists are under no obligation to follow statistical trends. 
 
Going by the definition provided by Hallin & Mancini in Comparing Media Systems 
(2004), the Swedish media system follows a western Democratic Corporatist model (also 
called Northern European Model) with a few defining features which can certainly wary 
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somewhat but overall the media possess certain defining characteristics in Sweden. The 
main characteristics are a historical coexistence between commercial media and media 
tied to political or social groups. As well as high newspaper circulation and an active but 
legally limited role of the state in media, for example press subsidies. 
 
This can be compared to media which is dominated more by commercial interests and 
market mechanics, such as American media or a media which is more firmly integrated 
into party politics with much weaker commercial interests like media in Spain (Hallin & 
Mancini 2004). In Sweden, which has a Democratic Corporatist model, newspapers have 
a very large role. Many people subscribe to local newspapers but also buy news stand 
tabloids several days a week. This is shown in the large amount of newspapers sales per 
1000 adult citizens which was 541 in the year 2000.   
 

6. Previous Research  
Earlier scientific works shows that imbalance, misrepresentation as well as bias in 
communicating environmental issues in different media risk undermining the integrity of 
the environmental movement (Ashlin & Ladle 2006). This is because of the difficulties in 
communicating complexities in different ecosystems; however when scientists and 
environmental practitioners explain these difficulties in a sustainability discourse the 
public can easier accept and support the importance of ecology (Ashlin & Ladle 2007). It 
is furthermore important that transparency can be seen throughout the communication; 
this also creates a stronger trust in authority bodies like, for example, governmental 
agencies.   
 
It is interesting to see that the information coming out of experts is the most trusted in the 
eyes of the public; however, the EIA information is almost never presented to the public 
since it seldom reaches the media (Peterlin et al 2006). Peterlin and colleagues also 
shows that the public therefore instead gets most of their information about public 
environmental projects from the local newspapers – their conclusion is that experts 
should use the local media more often and more effectively. Another study shows that 
most of the studies of news media coverage of sustainability issues like for example 
climate change, are focusing on national level (Liu et al 2008) 
 
Sachsman and colleagues (2008) shows that the media business that employs most 
specialized journalists are printed media - the larger the newspaper the more specialized 
reporters there is. However the same study shows that specialized environmental 
journalists and non-specialized journalists share most of the work-related characteristics 
which leads to the conclusion that local media journalists are potentially equally 
competent to report on environmental issues as their expert colleagues are.  
 
An Icelandic study shows that the environmental discourse in newspapers often shows a 
complex connection between national and international issues when discussing national 
issues (Jóhannesson 2005). These apparent opposites seems to converge in the media 
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when concerning sustainability and climate issues; environment and hydro-power as a 
national symbols as well as global symbols that could save the world from the problem 
with fossil power. An American study (Liu et al 2008) that discusses the complexities 
concerning national and international environmental issues, from an international global 
warming perspective, shows that environmental and development issues often are 
discussed as other public issues rather than just being viewed as an environmental–
ecological problem. 
 
The article by Jóhannesson (2005) as well as other articles (Ashlin & Ladle 2007; 
Peterlin et al 2006) mentioned above presents a lot of the environmental discourse in the 
media as democratic issues, and the non-governmental organizations are in focus in many 
of the analysed articles in these studies.  
 
Although there is much earlier research on high speed railways, the research that is 
relevant to this thesis is limited to public consultation. One such study is Banverket, 
Allmänheten och Ostlänken - Studier av samrådskommunikation i samband med 
järnvägsutbyggnad5 by Levin (2005). The author makes some interesting points about 
regional development, historical railway expansion and how different age groups 
perceive the issue. The study focused on thematic variables that were mentioned during 
the public consultation such as vibrations, nature and culture, economy and social factors. 
The hearings showed that attitudes towards the Eastern Link varied depending on a 
number of factors. For example cities already connected to the rail network had citizens 
with concerns around already existing problems while smaller communities were more 
interested in how the rail would benefit or inconvenience them in the future.  
 

7. Method 
This thesis studies different sustainable development terms and also how the terms are 
used in the news paper articles. The results are presented by graphs, tables and a critical 
discussion. This is also linked with previous research on communication and theories on 
sustainable development.  
 
This thesis uses both a quantitative and a qualitative method. The quantitative method 
looks at articles from the local newspapers during the time period of 2008 to 2009 related 
to the Eastern Link and partition it into a calculative coding scheme. For the collection of 
data mainly the database Retriever (2009) is used with the database PressText (2009) as a 
backup. In this study the search phrase Ostlänk* is used.  
 

                                                 
5Authors’ translation: Swedish National Rail Administration, the Public and the Eastern 
Link – Studies in public consultation communication in connection with railway 
expansion. 
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Out of the search results with the search phrase Ostlänk* relevant articles were 
determined. To be relevant an article must not only mention the Eastern Link but must 
also at least emphasise on some part of the project.  
 
This thesis uses Norman Fairclough's Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) as a qualitative 
method to critically discuss the result.  
 

7.1 Coding scheme 
According to Fairclough (1995) a coding scheme gives the analysers an opportunity to 
see what actors that are seen in the discourse, what topics that are being discussed and 
how the arguments are used. A coding scheme is a way to categorize variables in a 
written text (Scully et al 2008). 
 
The articles are studied to see what relevance, dimension, type of article,  topics, actors, , 
framing that are presented concerning the Eastern Link and sustainable development. 
This was used as a method by Scully and fellow authors (2008) and allowed them to 
present quantitative data and to compare this data with different newspapers.  
 
In this thesis sustainability is categorized by social, economical and ecological 
dimensions. If several of these sustainability dimensions are present in the same article 
they are sorted after how large focus is placed on each. To determine this a qualitative 
approach is also used. The dimensions are also categorized after total amount of times 
mentioned.  
 
The articles are distributed in 6 different types in NT: debate articles, editorials, letters to 
the newspaper, notice & short notice, reportage and other (e.g. quotations). The articles 
are distributed in 4 different types in Folkbladet: editorial material, letters to the 
newspaper, reportage and other types of articles. Type of article is important to track 
because different article types can vary a great deal in how much room different actors 
get for their views, how framing is used and what kind of content is given space. It is 
important to study all types of articles due to these factors. This also gives the analyser a 
chance to see both what the newspaper editorial staff is writing themselves as well as it 
shows what material they allow to be distributed from other sources, like letters or debate 
articles.  
 
This thesis studies the topics of the articles, because what an article says in the title might 
not necessarily be exactly what it is about. A particular topic given attention and the 
nature of such attention are two keys to understanding the influence of news coverage 
(Smith et al. 2002). The attention could be focusing on politics, economy, social issues, 
environmental issues or some other area, and in such a way the news will be seen in a 
certain perspective. This is of importance because of the Swedish politicians’ use of 
newspapers (Strömbäck & Luengo, 2008). Since articles can be focused on more than 
one theme all topics are counted in every article. This means that some articles are 
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counted once, if they are focused on one topic and other articles are counted twice or 
more if focusing on several topics. By doing this the coding scheme presents a more 
correct illustration of the topics that are appearing in the newspapers. All articles were 
categorized into at least one of ten overarching topics; social & cultural, jobs, 
economical, infrastructure, regional development, national development, regional & 
national politics, environment, sustainability and globalization & internationalization. 
 
Actors are important to analyse because these are the people and organisations that act 
behind or around the issues of the Eastern Link. It might be a very direct and obvious 
actor, as in the lobbyist behind a letter to the newspaper. In other cases it might not be as 
direct as when the newspaper presents letters from the public. 
 
Framing is something reporters do to simplify a complex issue and present it in an 
impartial way by using metaphors, catch-phrases and even images. For example if an 
article is biased can become apparent when reading a header that stands out, being one of 
the most eye-catching things for the readers it may very well affect a readers first 
impression of an article (Ifantidou 2008). This thesis will be analysing these indicators 
when studying the material. Hovardas and Korfiatis (2008) shows that analysing the 
framing of environmental issues in newspapers are rather scarce, even though this is of 
great importance to see how the sustainability and environmental discourse are presented 
to the public. Framing is also a way to identify underlying trends and themes in media 
presentation of chosen issues relating to sustainability, infrastructure and development 
(Lockie 2005). These framings gives the reporter means to select, emphasize and present 
a fact impartial to the reader while leaving theories and assumptions about what is said 
and why, unsaid. The use of framings does not mean that the reader is in any way forced 
to interpret the text as the reporter intended or that it will affect their behaviour. 
However, these framing devices do still reflect and contribute to discourse reaching 
beyond the articles themselves. Analysing media framing is therefore an important 
method because it allows a way to critically investigate how chosen articles contribute to 
the social construction.  
 

7.2 Critical discourse analysis 
Norman Fairclough's CDA, is useful in studies concerning cultural and social change and 
also when the aim is to study transformations in language (Fairclough 1992). CDA is a 
method that uses a three-dimensional model to study social change (Fairclough 1992). 
The purpose of this model is not only to be a framework but also to study how social 
change connects to text material and different discourses in society. This means that the 
multi-functional analysis studies how changes within a discourse effects the society and 
vice versa.  
 
In the CDA a social-theoretical meaning of discourse is combined with a linguistic-
orientated discourse analysis which is focused on the textural and interactive meaning of 
a text in five steps. The first step in the CDA is to recognize that social processes, cultural 
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processes and structures are partly characterized by a linguistic-discourse (Jørgensen & 
Phillips 2000). This means that they are sometimes formed or affected by written 
communication. The second step is that in the critical discourse analysis the discourse is 
both affecting and affected by the social world. The third step is that language use is to be 
analyzed empirically within its social context. The fourth step is that in the CDA the 
discourse works ideologically. That is, it reproduces social power structures. The fifth 
step is that the method is in itself not politically neutral but should be seen as a tool for 
critical research.  
 
The method of investigation is depending on a three-dimensional model to study social 
change (see Figure 1). The three parts of the framework are the feature of the text, the 
consumption and production of the text and the social discourse which contains the text 
(Fairclough 1992). The first dimension is the linguistic order and it is focusing on the 
empirical data and in our case it means analysing the text. The second dimension is the 
discursive order, which could be described as the sum of all discourses being used within 
a social institution or domain. In the media every discourse is used in a determined way 
which reproduces or changes the discursive order, so this is where the third dimension is 
analysed. 

 
 

 
                     Figure1: Fairclough’s framework for critical discourse analysis (modified from Fairclough 

1995). 
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7.3 Critical discussion  
Important to keep in mind with this thesis is that the CDA method is inheritable critical 
which also affects how the quantitative data is collected. For example in the case of 
arguments made in the articles, economical arguments may be more common than the 
data shows as many emotional or logical arguments could possibly double as secondary 
economical arguments. The limitations of a quantitative approach must be recognised for 
studies such as this and the authors of Coding the News: the development of a 
methodological framework for coding and analysing newspaper coverage of tobacco 
issues recommend a combination of qualitative and quantitative approaches (Smith et al 
2002). The combination of the two approaches gives the thesis a firm ground with 
quantitative data that can then be analysed and discussed with qualitative tools. 

This thesis does not analyse how the newspapers have actually affected the readers but 
rather how they could affect the readers. This distinction have been made by many 
researchers in this field, for example Smith and colleagues (2002) propose that the local 
press coverage of the issue both shapes and reflects local circumstances and that will, 
indirectly, affect the readers. In this matter, as stated by Strömbäck and Luengo (2008) 
the high newspaper consumption in Sweden plays an important part.  

Another flaw is that the two newspapers haven’t given equal attention to the project that 
this thesis focuses on. Due to the smaller amount of articles from Folkbladet the analysis 
may possibly not be as certain as the one for NT. That this imbalance exists is an 
interesting result on its own worth discussing but, as stated, it may also bring some 
eventual flaws to the study. Connected to the issue of the difference between the studied 
local newspapers is that compared to national averages and norms is the fact that only a 
few different journalists have written all the articles. There’s a risk that they deviate from 
the norms and models done by previous researchers, for example the Western Democratic 
Corporatist model. This has been taken into account when analysing the articles and the 
results.  
 
When researching the public consultations that took place for the Eastern Link, Levin 
(2005) found that concerns from the public are often presented in a very general way, the 
real concern behind a question might be a very private or personal issue but it is 
presented in such a way that is seems like the concern affects many more people. The 
purpose of this thesis is therefore not to investigate the inner feelings of the public, but to 
analyze one part of the newspaper context they are experiencing in their daily lives.  
 
Results from this thesis cannot be used for generalisations due to the specialized 
approach. The given limitations of this study restrict the width of the results.  
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8. Results and discussion 
As can be seen in figure 2 130 out of 167 articles were relevant in NT and 34 out of 48 
articles were relevant in Folkbladet . This means that 78 and 71 percent of the studied 
articles concern sustainability and the Eastern Link. What is interesting with these 
numbers is the fact that the database Retriever found almost three times as many total 
articles in NT and almost four times as many relevant articles than in Folkbladet.  
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                              Figure 2: The figure presents the relevance of articles in both of the newspapers.  

 
In both of the newspapers the three sustainability dimensions are being presented in a 
way that suggests that the sustainability chair is unbalanced (see Figure 3). In NT 48 
percent of the articles are focused on social issues, 40 percent are focused on economical 
issues and 12 percent are focused on the ecological issues. An even more biased 
distribution can be seen in Folkbladet: 68 percent of the articles are focused on social 
issues, 32 percent are focused on economical issues and zero percent are focused on 
ecological issues.  
 
When looking at the total sustainability dimension presence, instead of the focus as 
mentioned in the previous paragraph, the three dimensions are mentioned 218 times in 
NT. In 40 percent of these 218 NT articles the social dimension can be seen, in 37 
percent the economical dimension is present and in 23 percent the ecological dimension 
is present. When doing the same analysis in Folkbladet, with a total of 51 mentions of all 
three dimensions, social issues can be seen in 47 percent of the articles, economical 
issues can be seen in 39 percent of the articles and ecological issues can be seen in 14 
percent of these articles. One might presume that the convergence of the social and 
cultural issues is the reason for why a majority of the articles are focused on the social 
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sustainability dimension. However, almost all of the issues in this category are social and 
the articles with a cultural focus are not changing the results noticeably. 
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               Figure 3: The graph shows the imbalance in the sustainability discourse.  

 

8.1 Type of article 
The articles are distributed in 6 different types in NT: debate, editorials, letters to the 
newspaper, notice & short notice, reportage and other (e.g. quotations) and the articles 
are distributed in 4 different types in Folkbladet: editorial material, letters to the 
newspaper, reportage and other types of articles (See Figure 4). In NT 17 percent of the 
articles are debate articles, 15 percent are editorials, 10 percent are letters to the 
newspaper, 8 percent are notices or short notices, 45 percent are reportages and 5 percent 
are other articles. In Folkbladet none of the articles are debate articles, 17 percent are 
editorials, 11 percent are letters to the newspaper, there are no notices or short notices, 63 
percent are reportages and 9 percent are other articles It is notable to see how substantial 
the reportages are in both newspapers, in NT almost 50 percent of the articles are 
reportages and in Folkbladet almost 65 percent of all articles are of this kind. The 
seemingly lack of debate material in Folkbladet is because that editorials and debate 
material are presented together in the newspaper.  
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             Figure 4: The figure presents the distribution of articles in both of the newspapers.  
 
The reason for analyzing the different type of articles is that we are able to view our 
material from different perspectives. It is interesting to see above that a great majority of 
the studied articles are hard news in both newspapers; however, as can be read below, 
these articles are still in some cases opinionated. Opinionated pieces (as editorials or 
letters to the newspapers) are easier to frame then hard news articles, because of the 
journalistic convention of ostensible impartiality that make the tone of the article more 
difficult to determine (Smith et al 2002). 
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8.2 Topics 
After reading all articles they were coded into 10 overarching topics: social & cultural, 
jobs, economical, infrastructure, regional development, national development, regional & 
national politics, environment, sustainability and globalization & internationalization. 
Examples in the form of short descriptions to illustrate each theme are provided in Table 
1. Regional & National politics are converged because these issues are concerning 
regional or regional and national issues.  

 
 
     Table 1 – Topic coding scheme 

TOPIC CODES BRIEF DESCRIPTION 

1. Social & Cultural 
Cultural issues (e.g. historical buildings, ancient 
monument), social issues (e.g. safety, personal 

estates, senior citizens and education). 

2. Jobs Labor market and commuting. 

3. Economical Economical growth, financial planning, business 
expansion, financial crisis and deregulation. 

4. Infrastructure 

Building and planning (e.g. locations, 
alternatives, exhibits and assessments), 

infrastructure and communications (e.g. air craft, 
train tracks, high ways, traffic and transports) 

and technical issues (like for example high speed 
trains). 

5. Regional development Concerning Norrköping, Linköping and 
Östergötland 

6. National development National economy and issues considering 
Sweden's competitiveness. 

7. Regional & National 
Politics 

Parliament and governmental issues, local 
politics and lobbying. 

8. Environment 
Ecological values (e.g. valuable forests, wild life 
and water) and environmental challenges (e.g. 

noise, pollution, climate change).  

9. Sustainability 
Sustainable societies, long-term ideas and 
renewable energy (also energy and fuel in 

general).  

10. Globalization & 
Internationalization 

International investors and issues and European 
issues. 
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As can be seen in Figure 5, nearly one third of all articles are focused on infrastructural 
issues, many of these articles didn't focus on the Eastern Link however, but often was 
concerning other issues like city planning, airports and national infrastructural systems 
and communications. This infrastructural focus is one of the reasons that a majority of the 
articles, when viewed in a sustainability discourse perspective, are representing the social 
leg in the sustainability chair mentioned above.  
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                   Figure 5: All topics in both of the newspapers.  
 
The two newspapers had quite a similar distribution of topics, however Folkbladet paper 
had no topics about national development while regional & national politics and regional 
development where in focus a bit more than in NT. It is interesting to see that articles that 
are focusing on sustainability on the regional level are in majority when compared with 
articles with a national and international focus, this is contrary to earlier scientific results 
(Lewis 2000).  
 

8.3 Actors  
Actors as stated in the method part are the people or organisations behind the topics in a 
newspaper article. The data gives a somewhat different picture between the two 
newspapers on how large focus is given to which actors. While the total amount of times 
an actor have been mentioned in Folkbladet is around one third of the numbers given by 
NT, the amount of articles analysed shows that the ratio of actors per articles is 1.8 for 
NT and 2.2 for Folkbladet. 
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The articles from NT are dominated by mainly local and national politicians with 
government officials and agencies taking a third place. That the actors that show up with 
most frequency in the articles are the ones with the most power over the project is 
perhaps not very surprising as they are accepted by society as knowledgeable, informed 
and authoritative, which strengthens the journalistic claim of impartiality (McGregor 
1998). This also meshes with the Democratic Corporatist Model claim that the Swedish 
journalists have a strong sense of professionalism and impartiality (Hallin & Mancini 
2004).  
 
Folkbladet mentions national politicians much less often compared to NT and regional 
enterprises are given almost half as many mentions in percentages compared to NT. 
When combining the data from the two newspapers (see Figure 6) and comparing that 
data with the individual newspapers one can clearly see how similar the actor 
appearances are between the two newspapers. This strengthens the argument that 
although they may have conflicting political views and different readers they both follow 
the same media model, the Democratic Corporatist Model (or Northern European Model) 
discussed in the previous research part of this thesis (Hallin & Mancini 2004). That they 
follow the same media model do however, as the data shows, not mean that give exactly 
the same weight and room to the different actors.  
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               Figure 6: Distribution of actors in both of the newspapers.  
 

8.4 Comparison between the newspapers  
Folkbladet mentions national politicians much less often compared to NT and regional 
enterprises are given almost half as many mentions in percentages compared to NT were 
they are the fourth largest actor. This could be explained by the background and direction 
of Folkbladet, with stronger ties to the political left and with more of a focus on workers, 
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therefore the thoughts and ideas of regional enterprisers might be seen as less interesting 
to the Folkbladet readers (Folkbladet 2009).  
  
The same explanation could be given for why local politicians receive more mentions 
than national politicians. Government agencies and official actors remain common 
because it is harder to avoid mentioning them when they are more directly involved with 
the project.  
 
There are no big difference between the opinionated material (debate, editorials and 
letters) when compared to the hard news (reportages, notices and short notices) in neither 
of the newspapers. The two groups of articles are quite even distributed, their content is 
focused on all three of the sustainability dimensions and the issues that are in focus are 
quite the same. However, some differences could be seen. The editorials in NT are quite 
in favor for the Eastern Link while the reportages have a tendency to be critical about the 
Eastern Link, from a social perspective. Folkbladet editorials have a similar discourse 
make-up to their reportages, with a slightly larger focus on economical concerns in the 
editorials compared to the reportages. Otherwise it is similar to NT with editorials being 
more pro-Eastern Link, however due to Folkbladet editorials and debate being in the 
same section critical views against the Eastern Link are sometimes aired.  
 
NT often uses very positive presentation, especially when it comes to the Eastern Link, 
for example in the article ‘Start building the Eastern Link now!’ presenting the rail way 
as a  
 
“[…] modern transport system of the future” (NT 2008-11-20).  
 
Other issues and actors being presented in a positive way are the people in favour of the 
Eastern Link. Negative presentation is given (in limited amounts) to people presented as 
hindering the project, like financial minister Anders Borg. Eastern Link data is often 
presented with a very neutral, fact-based tone (although the data itself may or may not be 
biased one way or the other).  
 
Folkbladet often present certain politicians in a very flattering light, giving very 
respectful descriptions and comparing them to figures of authority or fame. The Eastern 
Link receives some positive presentation, at least when it’s about the (left wing) 
politicians cooperating to bringing it to the region. The newspaper is somewhat sceptical 
and sometimes presents the Eastern Link as a project for the middle class rather than for 
the working class, for example in the article ‘The greater city area is challenged’ where 
the infrastructural project is questioned: 
 
“[…] what about the social sustainability...Isn’t this new town, being sketched here, in 
reality a town for the ‘new middle class’? Those who can afford expensive inner city 
homes and seeks to commute to attractive labour markets in nearby cities“ (Folkbladet 
2009-01-26). 
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The political right is often presented in a negative light, especially when Anders Borg and 
swing-voters that voted for the right the last time are mentioned. The lobby organisations 
behind the Eastern Link are most often presented in a neutral way, or even arguing 
against each other.  
 
When it comes to obvious political criticism against politicians, ideologies, projects and 
people NT is somewhat more direct with such criticism, especially in the editorials. 
Folkbladet is however also critical against these things but it is not expressed in the same 
manner or as direct as how NT does it. 
 
Authoritarian arguments often appeal to some source of historical precedent in NT. 
Folkbladet focuses more on appealing to certain famous people when making 
authoritarian arguments or historical arguments. One example is in the article ‘The 
Eastern Link can bring Sweden out of the labour market crisis’, where the Eastern Link is 
presented as  
 
” […] the most strategic infrastructural project that has been planned in Sweden since 
the late 19th century build-up of the rail road main lines” (Folkbladet 2009-03-30) 
 
These kinds of arguments can be both positive and negative and often the newspapers are 
using the name of a famous professor or book to strengthen an argument for or against 
the Eastern Link. As Ashlin and Ladle (2007) shows this is especially important when 
concerning ecological issues, because the public has a great trust in the experts when 
presenting these issues. However, when a scientist is mentioned we have found that it is 
mostly in the way of an indirect actor, as in the article ‘Rather high speed than fast trains’ 
(NT 2008-02-12) were professor Bo-Lennart Nedell is mentioned one time to strengthen 
an argument. This could be a case of structural bias6; scientists are perceived to have less 
power than all other actor types and are therefore given less attention in the articles 
(Strömbäck & Luengo, 2008). The scientists behind almost all data that are being used in 
the debate articles are never mentioned or shown as actors (as can be seen in Figure 6 
above). This could be a sign of how the issues are simplified for the readers.  
 

8.5 The Sustainability discourse 
In analyse of the newspapers the focus has been on the three sustainability dimensions or 
legs of a sustainability chair: a social dimension, an economical dimension and an 
ecological dimension as defined earlier in this thesis. In a majority of the articles in both 
newspapers there are a variety of sustainability dimensions present in the discourse. This 
is of course in itself a simplification of real world events that the newspaper are trying to 

                                                 
6 In short, structural bias occurs when, for example, a newspaper chose to exclude certain details or actors 

due to chosen medium or incentives in the case of commercial media (Strömbäck & Luengo 2008). 
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narrate, but the articles still show an interesting complexity when it comes to the 
sustainability discourse.  
 
The focus of both the newspapers have been on the social dimensions, the second most 
focused aspect is the economical dimension and logically the aspect least in focus is the 
ecological. It is interesting to see these results since other analyses suggest other results. 
Lewis (2000) shows that newspaper articles concerning sustainability are more often 
biased towards economical issues.  
 
This disparity could be because of the method of this thesis or, more probable, because 
the subject being analysed is a large infrastructure project, which might concern mainly 
social issues at this point of the process. What can be seen in this thesis that resembles the 
results in Lewis's article is how the discourse is presented; the economical issues are 
being presented in such a way to keep to status quo. This will be discussed further below.  
 
It is also interesting to see that all of the discourse dimensions are quite inter-twined; this 
is most obvious in the articles which have a content that could be defined as both 
economical and social. In the planning stage of the rail way corridors for example 
economical and social arguments are being presented converged and this is just one of 
many issues where the social and economical dimensions are hard to define one by one. 
Of course the ecological dimensions is equally important (see background above), 
however this is not the way it is being presented in the articles. 
 
The three sustainability aspects will be discussed below one by one to show how they are 
relating to the Eastern Link and the different parts of the coding scheme mentioned 
above. All of this is done with the CDA method constructed by Norman Fairclough.  
 

8.6 Social dimension 
The most visible sustainability discourse in all of the articles in both newspapers is the 
social dimension. The social dimension could be said to consist of different groups of 
contents where infrastructure, building and planning and the effect on humans and their 
life situations are the most prominent.  
 
When looking at how the newspapers might be biased, emotional arguments are 
somewhat common, especially when people’s personal lives are being discussed. For 
example in the article ‘The blue corridor will drown the green forest in the noise’ where 
the older citizens are being interviewed: 
 
“We are feeling a great anxiety…they can’t enjoy their senior years. Their lives work will 
are in risk of being smashed to pieces. A whole forest will be cut down.” (NT 2009-02-
14). 
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This biased article presents the social perspective as a very sensitive issue. This 
victimizing of certain people like school children or older citizens is also an effective way 
to catch the eye of the reader, and to sell newspapers (Hadenius & Weibull 2005). This 
makes the article biased in favor for the small guy. On one hand this makes the 
discussion of social issues more humane, on the other hand it might present social issues 
in a bit of a naive way. However most of the articles, coded as social in the scheme 
mentioned above, concerns infrastructural issues. The majority of these have a focus on 
the Eastern Link. Even though all kinds of arguments and perspectives are being framed 
by the newspapers here, most of these articles are based quit a lot on logical arguments. 
These kinds of arguments give the reader a feeling that the newspapers are presenting the 
news in an impartial way (Smith et al 2002).  
 
Even though Dimbleby (2001) might have a slightly romantic view of democracy his 
basic idea is power to the people via the civic society and the public (mentioned above). 
It is therefore interesting that the public is such a small actor and that the civic society is 
almost totally absent in both of the newspapers. The social dimension, as well as the 
other aspects concerning the Eastern Link is a public debate, on a regional level, but with 
almost exclusively politicians, business representatives and other powerful persons. A 
possible reason for the lack of presentations from civil society, like for example non-
governmental organizations could be that the building of a regional railway and public 
transport is something that a lot of non-governmental organizations sees as a part of a 
future sustainable society; therefore there might be quite a consensus in this question. 
Another possible reason for this lack of interest from the civil society could of course be 
that the newspapers are excluding these voices, however critical voices are very common 
in all of the articles so this explanation is quite weak.  
 
It is important from a democratic perspective to see that the results in this thesis differ 
from earlier studies (Ashlin & Ladle 2007; Jóhannesson 2005; Peterlin et al 2006). Non-
governmental organizations are often well represented in the media according to these 
studies and that is seen as a measurement of a democratic society. However, the results in 
this thesis show a great lack of civil society actors. This shortage of representation in the 
newspapers could of course mirror a lack of interest from the non-governmental 
organizations in the Eastern Link project as well as a lack of interest from the newspapers 
concerning these organizations. This lack of civil society actors could also be because of 
a silent consensus of the common good with the Eastern Link project. The public are 
mentioned in some of the articles and often in reportages with an emotional perspective 
on for example home issues or work issues.   
 
Lewis (2000) shows that sustainability in newspapers often is framed as global issues. 
The results in this thesis differ from Lewis and this might be because of the local 
character of the newspapers or the regional character of the Eastern Link. Other 
explanations could of course be that some forces in the region, which can be seen in some 
of the studied articles, are trying to promote the cities of Linköping and Norrköping as 
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Sweden's fourth greatest city area, as in the article ‘Sjölander new CEO for the East 
Sweden chamber of commerce’, where the CEO is quoted: 
 
“An important question for the future is the expansion of the Linköping and Norrköping 
region” (NT 2008-09-20) 
 
The contents in the sustainability articles are often hopeful or alerting and in the 
argumentation a sustainable society is used both as a means to an end/ or as a goal in 
itself. This is something that can be seen through all of the different topics mentioned 
above: sustainable arguments and also argumentation about the Eastern Link are used in 
both these ways. However, the articles in the sustainability topic are some of the few that 
actually mentions phrases like “sustainable development” or “a long-term view on 
society”, however in this topic are also articles that have a less outspoken sustainability 
view but still are concerning economical, social and ecological issues and connects these 
with a time line and/ or a discussion on responsibility. However this does not mean that 
the issues that are being discussed are all that coherent: infrastructural issues, social 
issues, issues about population density and so forth could all fit in to this category. This 
can be seen mainly in the NT newspaper. The sustainability topic are quite absent in 
Folkbladet. A reason for this might be that Folkbladet are focusing a bit less on global 
issues, something that support Lewis’s results (2000). 
 

8.7 Economical dimension 
When looking at the overall sustainability discourse in the articles of the two newspapers, 
a rather large difference can be seen between social, economical and ecological focus. 
What is however true for both newspapers are that the economical dimension place 
second to the social dimension, while still maintaining a large preference over articles 
focused on ecological concerns.   
 
In fact when it comes to Folkbladet, in the presence of more than one sustainability leg in 
one article the economical almost always place behind the social dimension in overall 
focus of the article. When an ecological dimension can also be detected in such articles, 
more focus is almost always put on the economical issues. While the social dimension 
gets more than twice the amount of articles focused on it, the economical dimension can 
still be detected in nearly as many articles as the social ones.  
 
NT on the other hand has a more even focus on social and economical dimension in their 
articles. When both are seen in the same article, the total amount of the social and 
economical issues that can be detected is even with a slight advantage to the social 
dimension. The economical issues do not take preference over ecological concerns as 
often as in Folkbladet either.  
 
There are some interesting results from the actor data that relates to the economical 
dimension; national and regional enterprises are only mentioned a few times as actors, 
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compared to actors more related to the social dimension, such as local and national 
politicians. One explanation for why national enterprises do not get much room is that the 
Eastern Link often is seen in the light of a regional development project with mainly local 
enterprises being interested in both its creation and gains. National enterprises would 
therefore only be mentioned if they have a very direct role in the project, like building or 
constructing the Eastern Link.  
 
Among the results from choice of topics, actors and framing only the quantitative actor 
data give any clear indication of a pattern between certain types of actors and the overall 
dimension focus. Even so, it becomes clear that one cannot only look at the actors present 
and draw correlations to the sustainability dimensions found in the articles, for example 
many of the more “social” actors must have held economical concerns over social ones in 
the case of NT to explain the differences between the even dimensions data and the rather 
more uneven actors data.  
 
By looking at qualitative results it becomes apparent how a social actor can bring an 
economical focus to the discourse in both newspapers. In the article ‘Sahlins solution for 
the crisis’ national politicians talk about using loaned funds to bring about an earlier start 
for the project, mixing economical, social and ecological concerns to strengthen their 
argument;  
 
“Loaning should enable an earlier construction start...It means much for the belief in the 
future and it impacts on jobs and the climate crisis...It’s about turning away from oil 
dependency and turn to the rail way” (Folkbladet 2008-11-28)  
 
Or as in the article ‘Road-bridge and railway-bridge?’ where municipal technical chief 
Leif Lindberg talks about economical concerns around a bridge project in junction with 
the Eastern Link; 
 
“Once we have planned for this investment it also becomes easier to push it into the 
future” (Folkbladet 2008-10-30)  
 
While quantitative data cannot be trusted to draw any direct links between actors and the 
discourse, a qualitative analysis shows that politicians in particular can stand for social, 
economical or ecological issues depending on how and why they are mentioned in an 
article.  
 
Although direct and clear economical arguments are rarer than other arguments, the 
difference is made up by the large amount of articles purely focused on economical 
issues. Many economical issues are also, by the nature of these things, emotionally 
constructed. The kind of economical arguments that are made in NT focus on 
international competition, creation of more jobs and socio-economical efficiency. For 
example in the article ‘Presentation of the big city region overview plan’ where a 
professor makes a job related economical argument; 
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“If the Eastern Link becomes reality it would mean a large increase in work, services and 
entertainment availability” (NT 2008-03-13) 
 
Or in the debate article ‘The infrastructure must become better’; 
 
“New infrastructure will more clearly bind Sweden together and make us more 
competitive internationally” (NT 2008-01-23) 
 
Folkbladet focuses more on the costs involved than the possible gains. Like in the article 
‘The Eastern Link costs at least 25 billion’; 
 
”The railway administration has for the very first time put forward its investment cost 
calculation for the Eastern Link. Namely: 24-27 billion SEK. High above the sums, that 
local Eastern Link supporters have used.”  (Folkbladet 2008-12-18) 
 
It is important to note that appeals to authority is not necessarily a bad thing when an 
argument is made, only when the entire argument is purely an appeal to authority does it 
become a negative issue (Smirnova 2009). 
 
In NT the economical dimension plays a strong, although second to the social dimension, 
part which suggests that economical dimension in its traditional sense with a liberal 
market focus is still imbalanced compared to the ecological dimension. This imbalanced 
presentation could affect the readers’ attitudes and it might also mirror what priorities 
society have. In the sustainability literature a new economy is often requested for a 
sustainable development (Dembleby 2001; Purvis & Grainger 2004). However earlier 
research in the media field show that the economical dimension have been in a greater 
focus traditionally which means that our results could indicate a shift towards a more 
sustainable presentation by the media (Lewis 2000). 
 
Folkbladet, giving less weight to economical issues in favour of social ones could mean 
that its readers gets a distorted picture of the importance that the economical factors plays 
in the Eastern Link. This focus on the social issues might result in the public ignoring or 
favouring solutions that may not be balanced between all sustainability pillars, ending in 
a less than ideal solution for society at large due to the influence the public actually 
wields.  
 
The large focus on the social dimension point towards the readers and the newspaper is 
really concerned about the Eastern Link. One can speculate if this means that they see the 
ecological and less so the economical dimensions as already having or being given its 
rightful amount of space elsewhere. This could mean that in their eyes, the social issues 
have not been receiving enough attention.  
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When taking the data from NT into account, this would mean that neither paper is 
“making up” for this attention gap and that some other source might be bringing up these 
issues in the society. NT slightly more balanced sustainability discourse than that of 
Folkbladet result in more attention given to both the social and economical dimensions, 
but still at the cost of the ecological one.  
 

8.8 Ecological discourse 
It is difficult to find any article in Folkbladet that is focused on the ecological part of the 
sustainability perspectives; social and economical concerns almost always come first and 
are given more weight than the ecological dimension. However when looking at the 
whole picture and looking only at how many times a ecological dimension can be seen 
we find that it stands for around 14% of the sustainability discourse. Surprisingly we 
found that of the few letters sent in concerning the Eastern Link during the years studied 
none had an ecological focus and the overall lack of debate around ecological issues 
paints a rather clear picture of the sustainability view presented by Folkbladet. This is 
possibly due to the mutual relationship between the readers and the newspaper which 
enforces the biased trend.  The newspaper don’t write about more ecological issues in the 
articles because the readers don’t show an interest and in turn are not interested because 
there aren’t many articles about it (McGregor 1998). It becomes an issue of structural 
bias were the social and economical dimensions is given more space because they are 
viewed as the more important issues.  
 
One example where Folkbladet presents a more ecologically aligned dimension is in the 
picture text;  
 
“The green stretch amount to a very large intrusion in the large forests; with their 
wildlife, capercailzie play etcetera. While the red alternative is judged to affect cultural 
values, where it more or less brushes along the E4” (Folkbladet 2008-12-18) 
 
Taken from the article ‘The Eastern Link costs at least 25 billions’. Compared to when 
the ecological concern is put less in the centre of attention; 
 
”The reason given is that commuting possibilities, the environment and employment 
would be improved and stand as a model for external financial solutions” (Folkbladet 
2009-01-09) 
 
from the article ’Move the Eastern Link forward’. These are however only a few 
ecological exceptions to the biased discourse norm in Folkbladet articles. The effect of 
this bias, which isn’t necessarily something Folkbladet really desires, is that the whole 
sustainability picture isn’t given an equal presentation. This has an effect on the public 
debate around the pros and cons of the Eastern Link project, a project that should perhaps 
be equally driven by social, economical and ecological concerns for the best result.  
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NT, unlike Folkbladet, has some articles (around 13%) focused on the ecological 
dimension. An example of a picture text from NT with an ecological focus;  
 
“In the middle of the silence, a barrier is cutting through his land. Fredrik Törnquist and 
his neighbour Nils Pettersson mourn the loss of an open landscape.” (NT 2009-02-14) 
 
From the article ‘Green is a ticking environmental bomb’. Another example purely 
focusing on an ecological aspect is from the article 'Build the Eastern Link along side the 
E4 highway'; 
 
“Memming suggests to the National Rail Administration that the Eastern Link should be 
drawn as close as possible to the current E4 to minimize damage to the environment” 
(NT 2009-03-03) 
 
This larger ecological focus is perhaps due to the newspaper focusing more on the 
Eastern Link project and writing more than three times the amount of articles. This has 
also invited more debate and letters around the issues concerning the project. The fact 
that NT has also written several reportages and leaders with a clear focus on the 
ecological dimension might also be the reason for why there are more letters with the 
similar focus.  
 
This is not to say that the sustainability discourse offered by NT is in any way balanced, 
the total discourse distribution gives the ecological dimension only some 22% compared 
to the other two dimensions. In the end the result of this imbalance is quite similar 
between the two newspapers.  
 

8.9 Final discussion 

It is possible to see in this thesis that the sustainability discourse with its three dimensions 
is presented in an imbalanced way in both of the studied newspapers. This result is not 
unexpected when compared with previous research (Lewis 2000). However it is more 
difficult to say why this imbalance exists, while some authors in the sustainable 
development field would say that this is because of the emphasis on economy in a 
capitalistic world (Dresner 2002) other reasons are possible. There’s a difficulty for the 
media to present sustainable development in a balanced way because the concept itself is 
hard to define (Kirkpatrick & Lee 1999).   

The idea that the journalists themselves are focusing on one or two of the sustainability 
dimensions are possible but as previous research shows specialized journalists and non-
specialized journalists share most characteristics so this is not the sole reason (Sachsman 
et al 2008). The media format of the local newspaper could be one reason for why the 
focus is more on the social dimension, because regional issues like the labor market or 
homes for families might overshadow larger more global issues often associated with 
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sustainable development. However, the previous research of Jóhannesson (2005) shows 
that national and international issues often are inter-twined in complex ways, which also 
can be seen in this thesis. The Eastern Link is seen as a strong symbol, both from a 
regional and an international perspective and for this reason much of the argumentation 
has its basis outside the ecological dimension.             
 
As stated by previous research, an imbalanced presentation of environmental issues can 
cause setbacks and undermine the handling of the issues (Ashlin & Ladle 2006). If the 
public also perceives a lack of transparency in the communication, governmental 
agencies such as the Swedish National Rail Administration may lose public trust. As such 
it is not only an issue of sustainability but also of a functioning democracy, especially as 
the public gets most of its information about public projects from local newspapers 
(Peterlin et al 2006).  
 
Earlier studies concerning large infrastructure projects have made it apparent to scientists 
that the mass media should have an early part in the process (Levin 2005). Layman 
knowledge is important to bring other perspectives than that of the experts involved and 
to give a holistic view. As such, every participant should have the same opportunity to 
share their views and that their views should be well based on good knowledge and 
argumentation. Therefore the local media plays an important part in setting a balanced 
stage for the communication required, for example public consultations. 
 
Liu and colleagues (2008) are discussing the complexities concerning national and 
international environmental issues and their study shows an interesting result that also 
could be seen in the results of this thesis; environmental and development issues are often 
discussed as other public issues rather than just being viewed as an environmental–
ecological problem. It can be seen in the analysis of the NT and Folkbladet articles that 
many of the issues discussed is concerning the ecological dimension but are discussed as 
social and economical issues. Still, the overall discourse is very much imbalanced 
towards the ecological dimension; barely present at all in Folkbladet and only marginally 
more presented by NT. If a large infrastructure like the Eastern Link is pushed as a green 
alternative, the discourse should reflect this. This would give the readers a fairer view of 
what the actors really mean when they state that the project is good for the environment. 
 
This is to be expected since neither of the newspapers is working with an outspoken 
sustainable perspective (Folkbladet 2009; Norrköpings Tidningar 2009). However, from 
a democratic perspective the newspaper presentation is imbalanced, and the global call 
for a sustainable development is overridden by the status quo presentation of the 
economical dimension. This is something that can be seen when looking at the actors and 
topics in the articles, the actors are empowered and the topics are focused on economical 
and social (infrastructural) development. 
 
Although it is not the aim of this thesis to look closely on the differences and similarities 
between the newspapers we can see that NT and Folkbladet are quite equally representing 
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the Eastern Link project. The newspapers have the same focus and the distribution of 
article types is quite similar. The differences that can be seen, those of different issues in 
focus, might be because of the different political leanings of the editorial staff. 
The local newspapers NT and Folkbladet could focus more on all three of the 
sustainability dimensions in a balanced way; the newspapers could also be presenting 
more thoughts from the public, from scientists and from the civic society.  
 

9. Conclusions 
 Neither of the newspapers Folkbladet or NT is presenting the Eastern Link in a 

balanced way from a sustainability perspective. In NT 48 percent of the articles 
are focused on social issues, 40 percent are focused on economical issues and 13 
percent are focused on the ecological issues. In Folkbladet 68 percent of the 
articles are focused on social issues, 32 percent are focused on economical issues 
and zero percent are focused on ecological issues. 

 A majority of the articles are focusing on the social dimension; this differs from 
previous research where the focus is on the economical dimension. The 
representation of the ecological dimension is similar to earlier results and is in 
minority of the dimensions. The most common social actors are local and national 
politicians. 

 The newspapers Folkbladet and NT presentation of the civil society actors is 
lacking (e.g. non-governmental organizations), this differs from previous research 
where NGOs often are in focus when concerning sustainable development  

 The newspapers Folkbladet and NT presentation of scientists is lacking, which 
points towards a structural bias. 
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